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I. INTKODIJ( 710~ 
In this paper we apply the averaging method described in our previous 
paper [ 11 (hereafter referred to as I ) to the problem of the reduced 
evolution of a quantum open system. We have in mind the usual class of 
models [2 51: a spatially confined system 5’. with Hilbert space Xs. is 
coupled to an infinitely extended reservoir R in a fixed reference state CO,<. 
which we may represent by a cyclic vector R in the GNS space XR. We let 
.&’ be the Banach space of trace class operators on .vf, @A‘,<: we start with 
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initial data ,I;, in the subspace &/o = X(X5)@ lZ!)(Ql. and we let ,f;, evolve 
in the interaction picture. by putting 
whcrc 
f’(t) = I’” , 1’; /;,. t;, E Y?). t 3 0. (1.1 1 
I’;h=exp[PiH,l] hexp[iH,t]. h E 39. t E R. 
and where 
H,=HsOI,~+l,OH,+i.H,, 
H,5 (resp. HK) being a self-adjoint operator in I?~ (resp. X,). H, is sup- 
posed to annihilate Q; we shall come later on to the conditions that the 
interaction Hamiltonian H, must satisfy. Then we project J’(t) back into 
&, with a projection operator P,, given by 
P,,.f”(f)= tr,( f“(f)) 0 IQHQI. (1.2) 
tr, ( ‘. i denoting the partial trace over .A,. We want to find a simple 
approximate expression for P,,,fr(t), which is valid for small E. and large t. 
Traditionally, this problem has been studied with the use of the 
generalized master equation (GME), of the form (cf. 12. 31 and references 
quoted therein) 
P,,,J”( t) =.f;, + i’ 1’ U \ 
[ 
[’ ’ K’(u) clu c;,P,,,f”(X) ds, 1 (1.3) L 0 “0 
where C:,p = exp[ -iH,.r] /I exp[iH,s.s I], and where the integral kernel 
K’(u) has an explicit expression as a power series in i.. It seems very dif- 
ficult to do something both concrete and rigorous with the GME, which 
retains memory of all the past history of the system. A great simplification 
is obtained when the GME is approximated by replacing i{, ’ K’(u) ciu with 
j,; K’(u) du; the M, k ar ovian master equation which then results is expected 
to give a good approximation when the characteristic relaxation time 7R of 
K’(u) is much smaller than the typical variation time 7.\ of P,,f“(f), which 
is of order I;l.‘r,<. The rigorous theory of the weak coupling limit [2] 
asserts that, under suitable conditions, there is a time-independent and i.- 
independent operator G on .X, such that 
fim, (I, sup IIP,, f“(r) ~ exp[i.‘Gtl,/~,ll ) = 0 (1.4) 
~ /:I. I 
for all /;, in 9,, and all T in [O. x ): we have 
IP( II ) clu 1 cl: I tis. (1.5) 
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In this paper we shall be concerned with the problems of finding a more 
detailed estimate of the error in (1.4) and of investigating corrections of 
higher order in j. to exp[E.‘Gr],f;,. 
Among the conditions needed to prove (1.4). there is that 
P,,( [H,, f;,] ) = 0 for all I;, in .&, so that 
f PC, I’( t 1 I, 0 = 0. 
Since. on the other hand, we have 
the best estimate we can hope to obtain in place of (1.4) is 
sup I/f’,, f’(f) - expCj~2Grl,/J < j.%(T) II fd (1.6) 
,I-.,?I‘ I 
for some positive function /I?(.), bounded on compacts. The same con- 
siderations hold also if one adds some corrections to G, involving higher 
powers of X. 
It is then clear that, in order to improve the approximation in (1.6), it is 
necessary to correct the semigroup behaviour, at least for short times, by 
keeping somehow into account the memory effects which are present in the 
GME. The method of averaging (I and references quoted therein) provides 
a convenient alternative approach to the problem, which yields at the same 
time higher-order terms in G and short time corrections to the semigroup 
behaviour. 
We find it useful to give an idea of the general scheme by presenting a 
formal derivation (cf. [6] and I). Put 
f“(r) = (1 + F’(r)) exp[G”r] I;,, 
where F’(t) is an operator from :8,> into .8, and G’ is a time-independent 
operator on .iA,,,: then one has 
$‘(,i = [(I + F’(r)) G’ + i-V,] c+‘;f,,. (1.7) 
This has to be compared with the differential equation which is equivalent 
to (1.1). 
&r,= -ii[W,(r), f”(f)] -E.A(t),/‘“(t). (1.7’) 
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where H,(r) = exp[ iH,, f] H, exp[ - iH,, t]. Identifying ( 1.7) and ( 1.7’) gives 
GL+~(f)=i.A(f)P,,+iA(t)F”(f)-F’(t)G”. (1.8) 
If we try to solve ( 1.8) by using formal power series 
and equating terms of the same order in E.. we get the hierarchy of 
equations 
G”‘+F”‘(f)=il(r) P,,, 
G’““+j“““(f)=A(f)Fl”’ il(f) 
,,, I 
1 F”” ’ ‘(t) G”‘, nz = 2. 3,... (1.9) 
,-I 
Then, supposing (1.9) to be satisfied. we have 
P,,.f”(f) = (1 + f’,,F”(fH exp[G’fl.f;,. (1.10) 
The operator Pop(t) = M’(t) expresses the deviation of P,f’(t) from 
exponential behaviour. It represents a “non-Markovian” correction, in that 
it describes memory effects, although in a more schematic (but more useful) 
way than the GME (1.3). We use the remaining freedom in the choice of 
G ““‘l, F”“)(f) satisfying (1.9) to require that this correction remains small for 
large t. order by order in E., by asking 
lim (ljf)P,,F”“‘(f)=O for all 117 = 1, 2,.... (1.11) 
i ./ 
Together with the initial condition F”“)(O) = 0 for all M, this requirement 
determines the solution of the hierarchy (1.9) uniquely. If we define an 
averaging operation R on time-dependent operators on :&!I by 
fY( B) = lim L 1’ P,,B(.s) P,, & 
I-I f-c, 
(1.12) 
we can express Eq. (1.1 1 ) as G(p’““) = 0, nz = 1, 2,..., so that G”“’ is deter- 
mined by applying A to the right-hand side of (1.9) provided, of course, all 
the integrals and limits involved exist. 
We shall consider a class of models for which G’“” and M’“‘= POF(“” 
are non-zero only for 7~7 even, giving an expression for P,,f”(f) of the form 
P,,/‘(f)=( I +i.‘M”‘(t)+ ‘..)exp[(i’G’~‘+i.‘G’“‘+ . ..)f].fb. (1.13) 
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The formal power series for G’ and :M’(t) are not likely to converge: it 
may also be the case that G”“’ . M”“‘(t) exist only for 1)~ smaller than some 
fixed II. In order to produce rigorous theorems. we shall proceed as in I. 
and prove estimates of the form 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
where /I,,(). II = 3. 4. are positive functions, bounded on compacts. 
To prove these estimates WC shall need some extension of the general 
theory of I, which we give in Section 2. In Section 2 we discuss also a dif- 
ferent version of the averaging method (which is applied, for instance. in 
[7] ). where P,, f”(r) is regarded as consisting of a slowly varying part 
exhibiting a semigroup evolution. about which small, rapid oscillations 
take place. In Section 3, we prove that the conditions stated abstractly and 
used in Section 2 arc indeed satisfied for the usual class of models 12-51, 
where a spatially confined quantum system (or an N-level system) is 
coupled to a quasi-free reservoir. consisting of Fermi, Bose, or classical 
Gaussian fields, with an interaction Hamiltonian H, which is linear in the 
reservoir field operators. However, for technical reasons, we need the con- 
dition that the two-point correlation functions in the reference state of the 
reservoir operators appearing in H, are exponentially decreasing in time, in 
analogy to I. Some simple illustrative examples, with an explicit calculation 
of G”‘. M”‘(t). and GtJ’. arc given in Section 4. Other applications of the 
averaging method to quantum open systems may be found in [7, 81; for 
those models. the technical condition of exponentially decreasing 
correlation functions is not satisfied. 
We conclude this Introduction with a few remarks. The lowest-order 
non-vanishing term G”’ in G’ coincides with the operator G of the weak 
coupling limit theory of [2], hence the estimate (1.14) provides the desired 
“best bound” (1.6) on the error of the weak coupling approximation. The 
estimate (1.15) gives the next correction in what looks like an asymptotic 
expansion of P,,f”(t) in (even) powers of i. It seems that higher-order 
estimates could in principle be obtained under the same assumptions, but 
the expressions under consideration become complicated very rapidly as 
the order of the approximation increases. 
A more detailed analysis would show that the “asymptotic expansion” of 
P,,,f“(t) is actually in even powers of L’x. where x is the decay rate of the 
exponentially decreasing correlation functions of the reservoir. Notice that 
(i..:z)’ is just the ratio T~..T\ of the two characteristic times in the GME 
(1.3); the smallness of this ratio is the essential ingredient in all (both non- 
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rigorous and rigorous) discussions of the GME; see [-?I for a list of 
references. 
2. GENERAL THEORY 
As in paper I, we let 58 be a Banach space, a,, a closed subspace of J, P,, 
a norm one projection of 3? onto ti,,, P, = 1 - P,; let rt+ A(f) be a strongly 
continuous function on R + with values in Y(.&‘), and consider the differen- 
tial equation in .# 
$,f”(f) = iA(r),f”(t), t 3 0, (2.1) 
depending on a parameter E. E [0, A]. Given the initial data ,f;, in .1, the 
unique continuous solution on [0, IY, ) is given by 
where 
f’(r) = U’(t, 0) .r;,. t 3 0. (2.2) 
c”(t, s) = Texp j” [‘A(u) du 
-, I 
A(u).,. A(u,,) du,;.~du,. (2.3) 
I, 0 i 5,,, J J l,,, .’ s 
As explained in the Introduction, we assume f”(0) =.fo to be in .JA,,, and we 
look for an approximate expression for P,,,f’l(t), of the form 
where 
y;,(r) = (I + M;, ,(r)) evCGitl.fk (2.4) 
G;,= C j."'G""', (2.5) 
,r, =~ I 
M:, ,(r)= "1 
' j."'M("')( 1) = "xl ju~~lp,,T""'l( t). (2.6) 
,,, I ,,, _ I 
and where F”“‘(t), (3”“’ satisfy the hierarchy of equations (1.9), subject to 
condition ( I. I I ). and with initial condition F(“‘)(O) = 0 for all m. As in I, we 
shall only consider n < 4. We put 
.4,,(t) = P,A(t) P,, i, ,j = 0, 1, t 3 0, (2.7) 
and we make the following assumptions: 
(a) ~iC:‘(t..s)~I = I for all 13~30: 
(b) P,,A(t,)..,A(tl,r,+, ) P,, = 0 for all 112 = 0, l,... and t, . . . . . t2,,, + , 3 0; 
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(c) there are time-dependent operators L:,, K“‘(r), K’“‘(t) in ,Y(,&) 
such that 
A,,,(f,) tl,,,(12)= (’ ,.K’2’,r, /J) l”,,. (2.X) 
where I’, is given by a series 
i Q,, : being a sequence of operators in Y’(.?r)o) such that Qi, Qt = 6,,Q, and 
xA Qi. = 1 (strong convergence), and jr!) i ) being a sequence of distinct real 
numbers. with inf( 1~~ ~ (0~1: I, #I) s 6 > 0. 
If C!, commutes with K"'(J). K'"'(s) for all t in IF! and .r 2 0, we are in the 
situation described in I. The generalization that we are considering here is 
made to allow the description of the class of models mentioned in the 
Introduction for which [ U,: t E R ) is the Hamiltonian evolution of an 
isolated spatially confined quantum system. 
Because of assumption (b), G”“’ and P,, F”“‘( t ) vanish for YPZ odd, so that 
the hierarchy of equations (1.9) up to order II = 4, becomes 
‘III F (t)= A(I)P,,. 
G"'+F"'(/)=A(t) F"'(t), 
i-"'(r)=4(t) F"'(J)PF("(~)G'~~. 
(;"'+F"'(/)=.4(t)F"'(1)-F"'(,)[;"', 
(2.11 )
As in I, we assume the “( ( c’,, 1, x)-mixing condition”: 
(d) there arc positive constants I(,,,: II =O, I. 2.... ), Y such that: 
(i ) the series 1,: ,, c,~,,:“. C,: ,, c2,, , , z” have infinite radius of 
convergence; 
(ii) ,, ,,,J-.-.s l~‘4,~,(U,~,,(~~,~“‘~~,,(Z~~~) fq$s)ll dl~,,“‘&, 
’ ‘I,,‘\ 
< c,,(u -.\ )“I 2’ cxp[ ~ x(14 ~ .s)], #l = 2, 4. 
for all II = 0. I ,.... where [17;2] is the largest integer not exceeding n/2, and 
where 
I)> ,li 
R;,,(.r) = A(,y) F”“‘(.y) ~ c 2 ;.” * ” “’ ‘F”“(.y) G’q’, 
i’ 1 y 111 l I ,’ 
rrl = 2, 4; (2.12) 
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(iii) llK”‘(t)jl <k,c-“‘. 11F4’(t)ll <k,(r/cc)r “, 120, for some 
positive constants li, and k,. 
Conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) will be assumed throughout this section, 
without explicit mention. We put 
K:;"'(t) = Qh K"")(t) Q,, m = 2, 4, t 3 0. (2.13) 
THEOREM 1. The solution qf’ the hierarch?, (2.11), subject to condition 
( 1.1 1 ) and Lr’ith F”“‘(O) = 0, exists und is given hi 
G”‘=(;‘3)=PoF”‘(t)=poF(i’(t)=0, 
G”‘= -cj’ K;;‘(t)dt, 
k 0 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
M”‘(t) = c 
i 
i‘ ’ K;;‘(.s).s ds + i‘ L (t ~ s) K;‘,‘(s) ds 
k 0 “I 
+ c Lj’ (1 --e ““‘i I”“(’ “) K,!$‘(.Y) ds, (2.16) 
k+,Wk-(fl, 0 
G’4’= [GO jp2’] + (3’4’ (2.17) 
uhere kfl’) is the time aaerage of M”‘(t): 
und 
1’ ’ 
G’“)= lim - 
c r r- s T , ~,~.J=,, 
A,,(t) A m(s) d.s dt 
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The terms with k = I give (2.15). and those with k # 1 vanish in the limit as 
T + xc. Then we have 
which becomes (2.16) with some change of variables. 
The hierarchy of equations (2.11) gives for GC4’ the expression 
(’ c: ) K”‘(l- .c) U,M”‘(S) ds -5 0 
(cf. I). It is clear that the first and the third terms in this expression give the 
first and the second contributions to (2.19), respectively. The fourth term 
gives -M’“‘G”‘, and the second gives 
where AM”‘(s) = M”‘(s) - M”’ contains a part which vanishes exponen- 
tially fast plus an oscillatory part. The first part gives no contribution in 
the limit as T+ X. by a change of variables and Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem. It remains to consider (with a change of variables 
t - s = L’ )
Only the terms with j = 1 survive in the limit, giving the last contribution to 
(2.19). 
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Now we prove the approximation theorem. Put 
.x;(t) = j‘;(t) = exp[i.‘G”‘t],f;,, (2.20) 
s;(t) = exp[(i’G”’ + jU4Gc4’)t] f;,, (2.21 ) 
J’;(r) = (I + A’M’“(t)) .X$(r), (2.22) 
where /;, is in :+&, and where G”‘, M”‘(r), G”’ are given by (2.15), (2.16), 
(2.17 ). respectively. 
THEOREM 2. There e.Cst positive /imctions B,,(.), tz = 2. 4, hounded on 
conpct intercals, such thut 
n = 2, 4, (2.23) 
fiw 011 t 3 0 and all 3. in [0, A]. 
Moreotler, if the co&cients {s,, ) uz the ( (c,, ), x)-mixing comfition .suti.$y 
c 2, 1 (‘7,, , d (‘oh A” 1 ahere ti < (x/j.)‘. then the functions [j,, cun be put in the In., 
f&m /I,,( t ) = u,, + h,, t. u,,, h,, > 0, n = 2, 4; und there is u constunt c > 0 such 
thut 
llP,,,f”(t) - x;( t)l/ d i’(r + h,i”t) sup Il-uj(s)ll (2.24) 
0s s < I 
,/or ull t Z 0 and all 3. in [0, A]. 
Proof When U, commutes with K”“(S), n = 2, 4, for all t in R and 
s 3 0, this follows from Theorems 1 and 2 of I. The additional complication 
of oscillatory terms if U, does not commute with K’“‘(.s) is only reflected in 
the form of G”‘, M”‘(t), G’“‘; Its effects are given in Theorem 1 above. The 
norm estimates on the errors are not affected by the presence of the 
isometries U,, and they are derived in the same way as in I. 
Comparing Theorems 1 and 2 here with the corresponding results of I. 
we see that now the problem has three characteristic times: the inverse 
coupling constant l/i”, the decay time ll’z of the reservoir correlation 
functions, and the characteristic time l/ii for oscillations in the system, 
defined by 6 = min{ /wk - (u,I: k # I). Norm bounds on G”‘, Gt4’, M”‘(t) 
arc of the form 
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Hence the coupling constant i. has to be small in comparison to both x and 
ii. in order for the estimates of Theorem 2 to be of interest. 
As in paper I, the well-known results of the weak coupling limit theory 
[2] can be recovered from our estimate (2.23) for II = 2; we obtain 
lim lIP,,f’“(~,;r,‘) ~e~p[G’“‘~],f~l~ = 0 (2.26) 
/ *I, 
uniformly on all compact intervals 0 6 T 6 T, As a consequence, 
exp[G”‘r] is a contraction for all positive T, being a limit of contractions; 
and the estimate (1.14) of the Introduction follows. Similarly, (1.15) would 
follow from (2.23) for n = 4, if we know that exp[(G”‘+ irG’4’)~] is a con- 
traction for all positive r: this will be the case in the applications we shall 
consider: in the general case. an estimate of the form (1.15) follows if 
j4(j.lt) is replaced by j4(i’t) exp[j.‘r IIG”‘+ /l’Gt4’11]. 
It is sometimes useful to regard P,,J’“( t) as given by a slowly varying part 
P(t). exhibiting a semigroup evolution, about which small, rapid 
oscillations take place; it is then argued that only the rate of change of 
.F(t) is accessible to measurement (for instance, this is the point of view 
taken in [7]). In the present framework, this picture can be substantiated 
as follows: we replace P,,,f”(r) with its approximate expression y;(t), we 
split M”‘(r) as its time average M”’ plus an additional term AM’*‘(t), and 
we commute (1 + .‘M’*‘) with exp[(j”“G”‘+ jV4G’4’)f], taking into account 
the (in general non-vanishing) commutator between G”’ and ii;l(‘). The 
slowly varying part of 13;(t) is then obtained by neglecting the term con- 
taining the rapidly varying, zero-average expression ilM”‘( t). 
THEOREM 3. Let 2’ he .strict!~~ smdkr thun /I i$‘2’il. Then there is u 
positive ,function f14( .), hounded on compuct.v. .wch thut 
l)PJj(t) - (1 + j,’ dM’“(t)) a;-( t)ll d ib4p4(i.‘t) II./;,li, (2.27) 
where dM”‘( t) = M”‘(t) - M’“, unri where 
.f;( t) = exp[(E,*G”’ + 14GC4’)t]( 1 + i’M”‘),f;,, I 3 0. (2.28) 
Proof: If i’ ilR”‘Il < 1, then (I + i,‘M”‘) i exists and is given by a 
convergent power series expansion. The quantity yj(t) may be rewritten as 
Ji(t)=(l +i’M”‘(t))(l +i’M”‘) ’ 
x exp[i’t( 1 + J.‘M”‘)(G’” + i.‘GtJ’)( 1 + i.‘fl’) ‘]( 1 + iL2&?“‘),f;,, 
Now we have 
lI( 1 + i.‘M’*‘(t))( 1 + i’M”‘) ’ - (1 + i’ dM(*)(t))ll = O(i4), 
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uniformly in 1, and 
so that, using (2.17) and the usual kind of estimates for the approximation 
of semigroups (cf. [ 11, Chap. IX, Sect. 2]), we lind 
1) J$( f) - ( 1 + A’ AM’“’ (t)) .::(I)11 6 i4(const) exp[l.‘r(const)]. 
as required. The exponential bound could be replaced by a linear bound, of 
the form 6A4(a4 + i.*th,), if the operators G”’ + r,‘G’“‘, G”’ + A%‘“’ were 
generators of semigroups of contractions, and this will be the case in our 
applications. 
The expression Z:(t) given by (2.28) is interpreted as the slowly varying 
part of P,f‘“(r), up to fourth order in I.. It obeys a semigroup evolution 
law, with generator A*G”) + 14G’4’, and with a shifted initial condition 
(1 + A’@“).fb. Notice that the difference between P,,,f’(t) and Y;(t) con- 
tains a term of order E.‘, which is neglected in various applications on the 
grounds that it is rapidly oscillating (cf. [7]). 
In [7] the expression of i?G”’ + i4G’4’ IS derived assuming the system 
and the reservoir to be mutually uncorrelated in the remote past 
(F”“‘(t) + 0 as t -+ -x ). Here we show that both procedures give the same 
result. 
Proof: We repeat the computations of Theorem 1, with the new con- 
dition on F”“‘(t). Then F”“(t) = j’ I %“‘)(.Y) (is, where i’ , c”“’ A is inter- 
preted as t+“‘li(o for all real w # 0. So we have 
We put II = t - .s; then u goes from 0 to x. and we get 
I” K$( u) du df. (2.30) 
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The terms with h = I give (2.15) again, and those with li # I vanish in the 
which is the long time behaviour of the oscillating part of (2.17). Then 
R” ’ = 0, and 
We compute separately the three functions of t to be averaged. The first is 
and the third is 
The only terms surviving the average operation are those with /i = I in the 
first and in the third functions, and those with j= I in the second function. 
The result is exactly (2.19). 
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3. ESTIMATES 
As is the case for the weak coupling limit theory 12-51, with the only 
exception of [lo], we are able to check the required mixing conditions for 
the reservoir only when the latter is quasi-free. We shall only consider a 
coupling H, which is linear in the reservoir field operators; we shall discuss 
first the fermion case, where H, is bounded. 
Let flR be the Clifford algebra over a complex Hilbert space $ ‘, 
generated by bounded self-adjoint field operators ($( 1.): 11 E I ) satisfying 
the anticommutation relations 
&t~)qd(c’)+&~‘)q5(1:)=2 Re(r:, t:‘)l for all 13, 1~’ in d (3.1) 
Let (I)~ be a quasi-free state on G’,, with correlation functions 
~~~/?CdC~, 1 ” 4(bz + I)) = 0 
for all nz = 0, l,... and for ail c, ,__., t~~,,~ + , in Y ‘; 
(~.(~(V,)“‘~(~2,,,)) 
(3.2) 
= C w P n (~.(d(~~,,,~~~ ,,I 4(~~,,~,,)) 
I’ t ‘40 ,,= I 
for all tt? = I, 2 ,... and for all c, ,..., I‘?,,, in Y ., (3.3) 
where cd,, is the set of those permutations p of ( I,..., 2nr) such that 
p(2y- 1) < p(2y) and ~(24~ 1) < p(2y + 1) for all y, and sgn p is the 
parity of the permutation p. 
Let also { T,: r E [w ) be a strongly continuous group of unitaries on % , 
such that 
= ~/Jd(L’) &L.‘)) for all c, I“ in $ and all t in Iw. (3.4) 
Then let (II,<, nK, Q,) be the GNS triple associated to the state ~1)~ on 
(I,. We identify U, with its image under 7rR, and we write simply R for 
Q,<. There is a self-adjoint operator H, in XL such that H,Q = 0 and 
exp[iH,t] 4(r) exp[ -iH,t] = d( T,P) for all 2: in f ‘. / in [w. (3.5) 
Let Y?‘, be a separable Hilbert space. We interpret (r,s= 1v(&.) as the 
algebra of observables of the system S. and G’, as the algebra of obser- 
vables of the reservoir R. 
Let H,s be a self-adjoint operator in .A,, whose spectrum is pure point 
and has no finite accumulation points. Let i X,: .i= l,..., r ) and 
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, , I,. / = I . . . Y) be finite collections of bounded self-adjoint operators on -?y, 
and of vectors in Y . respectively. and put 
H,= 1 X,&J&~,,: (3.6 
then H, is a bounded self-adjoint operator on -X,@.Xy,. 
Then we may proceed as stated in the Introduction. Equation (1.7’ 
holds with 
,,j(()f= -; 1 [(JJ~‘\“Y,(’ ““‘O(i(~‘,r,),.l’]: f E./A. (3.7 
,Y,( f ) = (,l”Q ,y, (’ J”s’T i= I . . . . . r, t E R. 
h,,(t)= (&r,)&T,f.,i> ~(I)K(~(1’,)~(7’,f.,)) 
(3.8 
= A,,( ~ t j, I ;=I ‘. ,___. I’, t E R. (3.9) 
WC identify & = Y(.%‘,)@ /Q)(Q with .F(.;c/,). It is clear that conditions 
(a). (b), (c) of Section 2 hold, with 
(:,/j = (I “‘5’ p (/l’S. p E .‘/( #,,). t E R. (3.10 
K’“(t)p= - i [X,(t), j~,x,] h,;(r)+ h.c., 
I.,- I 
(3.11 
k”yt,= t (’ ,, j,: () ; [X,(t). .V,(.s) X,(ll) .Y,Pl 
/ ,.h.l I “’ 
x (h,,( t, llii(U ~~ .s) ~~~ h,,(Li ~~ I) /I,,( -s)) 
I.y,(t), X,(.s) X,(u) pX,](k,,(t, h,,(u-.s)-h,,(u- t)h,,(s)) 
~ [X,(I), X,(.s)X,pX,(u)](h,,(f-LL)h,,(-.s)-h,,( -f)IZ,,(S-u)) 
~~ [X,(t). X,(u) X,p.Y,(.s)] 
x (h,,(u-t)h,,( -,s) --A,,( --t)h,,(u~.s))+h.c.) A& (3.12) 
where /J is a self-adjoint element of ,F(,#,), t 2 0. and where h.c. denotes 
hermitian conjugate. 
The above considerations remain true, with minor modifications, also in 
the case of an unbounded Hamiltonian H, of the form (3.6) for which the 
operators 4(r,) are classical Gaussian variables, or Bose field operators 
satisfying the commutation relations 
&~‘)~(r’)~f$(~‘)~(t1)=2iIm(c, c’jl for all L‘, I.’ in Y (3.13) 
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In any case. the a(~) are densely defined self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert 
space Y’,. with a cyclic vector Q which is in the domain of all monomials 
&v,)...&G,~); putting (I)~(...) = (Q,... Q), (3.2) still holds, and (3.3) holds 
with (sgn p) omitted. We also assume (3.4) to be true, then (3.5) holds. 
Then all the theory of I and of Section 2 above remains valid (cf. 1. 
Remark A), the reason being essentially that the expansion 
P,,f(O=L,+ i: 
,I-, , >,,I:d,,, .,) 
P ,) ‘4 ( t , ) ‘4 ( r,, ) /;, dt,, L/f, 
is well defined and convergent for all ,I;, in .&,), f 3 0. The operators L’, and 
K”( 1) are still given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11 ), respectively. and K’“‘(t) has 
an expression which is similar to (3.12), but contains (h,,( ~ t) 1z,,(u - .Y) + 
h,,(rl~ 1) h,,( -.v)), and similar expressions instead of the analogous 
expressions with a minus sign. 
It remains to find conditions allowing one to prove ( (c’,, I, x)-mixing. 
h- UllLi ;( .Ydl tilUr 
lK4(7-,t,)d(T,r.,))l 
<~exp[-sr(r-.v)], i. j= I . . . . . r. 
and the coefficients ( L’,~ ) satisfy the bound 
t. .s E w; ( 3.14) 
I’?,,. t’ ?,!+, < c,,(c)[br’ llXll’( I +i:) r m’]“;‘n!, (3.15) 
I\~hcrc I: > 0 urztl /I XII = max ( /I ,711 : .j = I ~..., r ) 
Proof The proof is essentially the same as for Theorem 5 of I, but some 
additional care is needed because the field operators &c,) need not com- 
mute with each other. Here we shall refer largely to the proof in 1, and we 
shall only discuss the modifications which are needed. 
Part (iii) of the mixing condition holds, because of the explicit form 
(3.1 1 ). (3.12) of K”‘(r). K’“‘(t), and because of the exponential bound 
(3.14) on the two-point functions. 
In order to prove parts (i ) and (ii ), the method of I (Theorem 5 and 
Appendix) can be used, provided one shows that 
< (4fcr’ lI,Xll ‘)‘I ’ ’ c fi exPL~r(r,,,,,,~r,,,,,+,,)l. (3.16) 
,‘C P,, ‘, 0 
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where ./P:, is the set of those permutations p of (O,.... 2~ + 1 ) such that 
/1(3q) < p(2q + I ), 17(2(j) < ~(24 + 2) for all y and such that for each m in 
i I..... 2~) there is at least one 4 = y(nz) such that p(2y) < IX, p(2y + I ) > tn. 
Now WC prove (3.16). We recall from [I I ] that. if A(r) is of the form 
t-3.7). we have, for 17 even. 
.-r(t,,) .-lit, ),‘..3(t2,r) A(t?,, ,)(pOlQl(Qi) 
where 2 I, h.2ri , , I extends to the 2”’ ’ ’ ordered (2~ + 2)-tuples (i,, ,.... i,,, + , ) 
such that Ii,, . . i2,, , , 1 coincides with ( o,.... 2n + 1 ) as a set. and 
i,,< ‘.’ <li. li,, , > ... >jZri+ ,. Then we have (cf. 1121) 
= (- 1 )” ’ ’ 1 c ( ~ ’Pi ’ ’ h 11, I‘,, , I [ ,.h.‘,, + I 1 
x .r ,,,, (f,,,)‘.. .Y,,,(‘,,) Px’,,, ,p,, , ,)“‘JL,,. ,& ,) 
x GU,,h ,L.,,, ,)-47. -0 I I‘,~~,, l)W,,,lt~ ,,,, PcU,,~~~,~~))~~, (3.17) 
where the “quasi-truncated” correlation function (. )‘I’ is obtained by 
first expanding the correlation function UI,J ...) as a sum of products of 
two-point functions, using formula (3.3) or the similar one without (sgn p). 
and then deleting the contributions of the terms for which there is an m 
such that all the time variables It, ,,,,, t,,,) and all the time variables 
1 t,,, , I .“‘. ‘?,I + I 1 are paired among themselves. For n odd, the left-hand side 
of (3.17) would vanish because of (3.2). 
We parametrize the 4”’ ’ ordered (2~ + 2)-tuples appearing in Crr.k,Zn + , , 
by permutations 71 of {O,..., 2n + 1 ) such that (n(O),..., 7c(2n + 1)) = 
(i h + 1 ,..., i?,, + ] . i() ,..., ih 1. Let .y:,., be the set of those permutations p of 
(O,.... 2n + I 1 such that ~(24) < p(2q + 1 ), ~(24) < p(2y + 2) for all q and 
such that for each m = l,..., 2n there is at least a 4 = cj(m, 71) such that 
am < VZ, 7rp( 2y + 1) > m. Then we have, in analogy to (3.3), 
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and using the bound (3.14) on the two-point functions we find 
6 C ir ~expC~x(l,,,,2y,-rn,,,2r,, ,,)I 
,' c P,, ', = 0 
= [,‘I+ ‘(n+ l,!] ’ m,: n k.expC~r(r,,,,,,-r,,,,,. )I. (3.18) 
2,. 2 Y (1 
independently of n, where Si,,+? is the set of those permutations CJ of 
(O...., 2tr + I i such that for each PI= l,..., 2n there is at least a q = q(m) 
such that 0(2q) 6 nz, a(2y + 1 ) > tn (cf. [Z, Lemma (1)3.3]). 
Now we majorize the norm of (3.17), using (3.18) and the fact that there 
are 4”+ ’ permutations 7-r to consider. The result is the desired estimate 
(3.16). 
4. EXAMPLES 
Examples of applications of the method of averaging to the problem of 
the reduced evolution of an open quantum system can be found in [7, 81. 
In [7], a charged harmonic oscillator is coupled to the quantized elec- 
tromagnetic field in the dipole approximation; in [S], a finite number N of 
energy levels of an impurity electron is coupled to the phonons of a crystal. 
Neither model satisfies the ( 1 c,, ), a)-mixing condition. In 171, the reservoir 
correlation function is divergent, and renormlization is required, and in 
[S], exponential decay of the reservoir correlations is forbidden by the fact 
that the phonons of a crystal have a finite maximum frequency. However, 
in both cases one might introduce cutoffs and smearings which would make 
the ((c,,), x)-mixing condition hold; for the model of [S], the continuum 
limit for the crystal should be taken, too. 
Here we shall only discuss an extremely simple model, with the purpose 
of investigating whether the maps exp[(i’G”’ + I’G’“‘)t], 
exp[(L’G”‘+ j,“(?‘“‘)t], (1 + j.‘M’“(r)) exp[(1’G”‘+ jV4G’4’)t] are trace- 
and positivity-preserving. We know this to be the case for exp[/I’G”‘r], 
which is the same as in the theory of the weak coupling limit, but we have 
no general argument to ensure a priori the positivity property of the 
higher-order approximations. 
We consider a two-level system S coupled to a boson or fermion reser- 
vois R by an interaction Hamiltonian of the form 
H,=rr*On(z;)+aOu(z~)*, (4.1) 
where (I*, u are the creation and annihilation (raising and lowering) 
operators of the two-level system. satisfying uu* + u*u = 1,5, and where 
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u( I‘ )“. (I( 1‘) = i(& L’) i i& ir )) arc the creation and annihilation operators for 
a reservoir particle with wavefunction 1’. We assume that H,, is of the form 
(~M*u for some real (II. and that the reservoir is quasi-free (as explained in 
Section 3 ). so that we have 
,4(f) = -i[u*@a(i~ ‘(“‘T,r) fL/@3N(C “T,P)*, .]. 
Let Q be the positive self-adjoint operator on Y such that 
((I( r)*u( Z~‘,) = (r’, Qr, for ail I‘. 1.’ in I . 
and assume that Q is a function of T,, so that we have 
(4.2) 
(4.3 
.I / 
j 
(’ “‘(I.. T,Qr)dr =y(j.) iC(i)l’. I’E f . iE R!. (4.4 
/ 
where 
It(i)l-‘= /_ ’ ’ I’ “i(I., T,r) dr, r E f ‘, i. l R, (4.5) 
” I 
and where y(.) is a positive function, 0 < y < 1, in the fermion case. 
We introduce some notation. For A in !Y’(,W,), let 
and let 
(the minus sign for fermions, the plus sign for bosons). 
17(f)= (a(z~)*u(cJ ““T,z’)) 
In order to satisfy the ( i o,, ), x)-mixing condition, we need the functions 
/k(t)/. Jn7(f)I, /m(r)1 to be bouned by an exponential h-exp[ --Y It]]; this is 
essentially a condition on i$A)i’. in particular, the support of 12:(i)’ must 
be the whole real axis. 
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(;“‘z;““((tJ) [,,,+;“f’(ffJ) Lo,,-;i:‘~‘((l,)[l/*rr. ‘1. (4.10) 
(;“‘=;““((jj) L,,+;s’;l’((fJ) L,,, +;$‘(P,) L,,,,,~ir:‘“‘((!J)[rr*rr. ‘1. (4.1 I) 
<I” = ;:‘“‘((,)) L,, + ;:‘:‘((:J) [>,,, + ;$‘(VJ) L,,,,, ~ ii:“‘(UJ)[L!*U, ‘1, (4.12) 
where 
;““((0) = (I Ty(c!~)) Il’((0)l’ ( -- for fermions, + for bosons), (4.13) 
;l’f’((/J)=Lj((!J) il?(tlJ)~‘. (4.14) 
(4.15) 
/, ~~ tr)
where .d denotes the principal part of the integral. and where, for a fermion 
reservoir, 
;‘I;‘( (1,) = 0. f:“‘((,J) = p; & i;“)(UJ)‘-i /lt(OJ)l” 
1 
, (4.18) 
i:“‘((fJ) = -i& iI”‘(( -a (1 $ 2q((,)))’ lp(~J)l~ 
I 1 
- Im J, (4.20) 
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~~~herr p is a .se@djoin t element of Y( -Y?, ). 
The proof of the Thcorcm is given in the Appendix. 
We see that G”’ has the well-known form, and G”‘, G’“’ have the same 
structure, in the case of a fcrmion reservoir; for a boson reservoir, the 
fourth-order contribution to the generator is not quadratic in the creation 
and annihilation operator. All operators G”‘, M”(t). G’“‘. c?‘“’ annihilate 
the trace. 
(4.21 ) 
(4.22) 
In order to investigate the positivity properties of the semigroups 
[exp[(&“’ +i’G”‘)t]: t30;. (exp[ (i.‘G”’ + j.“G’“‘)t]: t 3 0) we shall 
need the following Lemma. which is a spatial case of the results of 13. 
sect. 41. 
LEMMA. Let G = ;’ L,, + ;’ , L,,, + ;‘oL,,*,, ~ i6[u*u, ,], Ichew ;’ , ;’ , . 
yo, E are real numbers. Then exp[Gt], t > 0, is completely positive (f and onl) 
if’ ;’ . ;’ + . ;to 3 0, rrntl i.5 po.sitirc~ if’ und only, if’ 2 , ;’ , 3 0, 
;,,,a ---2(;s ;’ / ) ’ ‘. f/’ ;’ + ;’ , > 0, the17 tl7c .srn7&oup ( exp [ Gt] : t 3 0 ) 17u.s 
u 7rniyw .stutionut~r .stutc po. ,giw7 b-1, 
I’0 = (;’ + ;’ , ) I(;, uu* + ;’ , a*a); 
(f’;q + = ;’ = 0. tl7en tl7r .stutioI7ur!. .strrtc.s of I cxp[Gt ]: I > 0 ) ure all the den- 
.sit.\* m~triccs cww7utirrg IVith (T , 
Then we can prove the following 
(21) ;“~‘(fo). ;+‘(tr,) uw lwtl7 d$fiwi7t fion7 0. 
(b) cithw y’f’( j.) or ;’ ” ‘( i ) rw7i.sl7c.s iclcw tiwll?~ in A. 
(c) ;,“t’(t’,)=;““((‘,)=o. 
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Proof: We use the explicit form of G”‘, G”‘. c”’ and the Lemma. It is 
clear from (4.13), (4.14) that ;!‘:‘((Q) are non-negative, hence, if they are 
both non-zero, then ;,(tl)((,~) +i.‘~(~‘(c,). ;“f’(c!~) + j.‘e:‘_3)((,)) are strictly 
positive when EU is sufficiently small: if ~.‘;‘::‘((II) does not vanish, still it is 
small enough to ensure positivity. This proves the statement for case (a). In 
case (b), we see that y’+‘(o), -T:)(w) vanish if ;‘(:-‘(/I) is identically zero 
(upper or lower signs must be taken together), and also yr’(c~) vanishes. In 
case (c), also y’,“‘(o), I’,“’ vanish, and one can see from (4.19) that 
r&‘)(o) is non-negative. The result follows, using the Lemma. 
Remarks. Condition (b) holds when the reference state of the reservoir 
is the vacuum, with q(A) =0 for all i., or also, in the fermion case, when 
q(E,) = 1 for all A. When the reference state of the reservoir is KMS at some 
inverse temperature BE R, then either condition (a) or condition (c) holds, 
depending on whether I@(U)/’ > 0 or j?(c,~)/~ = 0. In case (a), it need not be 
the case that the stationary state of exp[(2’G”‘+ i.“G’4’)t], or of 
exp[(i’G”‘+ jv4(?““‘)t]. is the canonical state at inverse temperature fl for 
the free dynamics of the system; in general, it depends on the coupling con- 
stant i. and on the form of the function ifi(.)l’, and it approaches the 
canonical state exp[ ~ jrr,a*lr]:‘tr (exp[ -PwN*u] ) in the limit as 2 + 0. 
In the case of a boson reservoir. it is possible to have ~/:‘(w)=O under 
condition (a), then the fourth-order semigroup is positive but not com- 
pletely positive. 
We have no general method to prove positivity of the maps (1 + 
j.2M’Z’( t)) exp[ (i,‘G”’ + jk”G’4’)t]. In the special case of a fermion reservoir 
with a constant q(2), we are able to give a proof through a different 
method, which we shall now describe. 
When the reservoir is made of fermions, one might assume that the 
creation and anihilation operators of the reservoir anticommute with a and 
a*; this can be obtained by representing u( r:). U(U)* on .#“.@ .eR as 
ui 0 a(c), IT-( @u(r)* and letting 
H,=u*a(r~)+u(tl)*u=u*a,@u(z~)+o~u@u(~)* 
= -(u*@u(r)+u@u(z,)*). (4.23) 
The sign of H, is irrelevant as far as the reduced dynamics of S is concer- 
ned, and the results of the previous discussion remain unchanged. But now 
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an alternative approach becomes possible: the composite system S+ R is a 
quasi-free fermion system. and its dynamics is the second quantization of a 
group of unitaries on a Hilbert space. If we denote by (1 a unit vector. 
orthogonal to Y . and by D the infinitesimal generator of : T,: t E [w ). this 
group of unitaries is ;cxp[i((!, lCJ)(Cl +;(~c)(I~I + lr)(~~~)+n)t]: fE R) 
on :c@ Y In the interaction picture. WC obtain the equation 
in CC @ I . where 
A(/)= i(e j”” le)( T ,l, +&“’ IT ,r)(cj+. (4.24) 
The application of the averaging method to this Hilbert space problem is 
extremely simple. since il,, (t) banishes identically. Strictly speaking, the 
( [c’!, 1. x)-mixing condition is not really necessary. and it suffices that 
SC; ik(t)l t’ dr exists for all positive r. Straightforward computations, similar 
to those in the Appendix, lead to the following 
Assunw li:((o)l’> 0. Tkw lexp[(i~‘g”‘+ i’g”‘)t]l < 1 for roll t > 0. at /east 
/iv i. .slr/fkie~ltl~~~ smdll; us 0 umsryucncc~. also I( I + i’m”‘(t)) exp[(L”g”’ + 
i.“g’“‘)t] / < 1. ut least ,for i .wfficientl~~ .small und t wf~iciently large. Then, 
jbr euch q in [0, I 1, thew e.uist.r a compktrly positice quasi-free map [ 131 
on P’(.ic/,), denotrd Hal Z:,,,, such thut 
Z;,,(a*) = (I + i2m’T’(t)) exp[(i’gCZ’ + Adg14))t]u* 
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lim Z$( ~*a) = yl. 
I- I 
This situation should be contrasted with the weak coupling limit theory 
for quasi-free systems (see, e.g., [ 141). It is completely equivalent to per- 
form the weak coupling limit on the evolution equation for density 
matrices or on the underlying equation on the test function space, irrespec- 
tively of whether y(;) is constant or not, and q(2) affects the reduced 
dynamics in the weak coupling limit only through its value at i = o. When 
higher-order corrections are considered, the methods of [ 141 allow one to 
obtain norm estimates on P,,f”(r) ~ 1$(t) from estimates of the form (4.25) 
on the test function space only when q(i,) is constant, and the form of q(i”) 
becomes important, as is apparent from (4.16). (4.17). This is connected to 
the phenomenon that might be called “quantum thermal memory”: if 
I?(w)] depends on an additional parameter i: and tends to a constant when 
c goes to zero, then the semigroup approximation to P,f“( t) becomes exact 
if the reservoir is in the vacuum state (y=O), but it does not when the 
reservoir is in a KMS state at some inverse temperature fl E R. Accordingly, 
when IrC(to)l’ tends to a constant, ?Q”‘( t) vanishes, but M’“(r) does not, 
when y(;) is not constant. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 6 
We have 
K”‘(t)p = [pu*, TV] m(t) + [pu, a*] n(t) + hc., 
so that K’“(t) commutes with the free evolution. Then we get 
c;“lp=/’ I , [u, pa*] m(t) + [u*, pa] n(t) + h.c. 1 tit, -,, 
M”‘( x1)p = [ ’ ([[xl*, u] m(s) + [pa, a*] n(s) + h.c.}.s ds. 
L 0 
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We compute G”‘M”‘( ICC ), M”‘( x ) G”‘, to find 
G”‘;$f’~‘(-/)jlz [’ [’ ( [a. pa*] m(r) m(s) + h.c. 
-,-o-t 0 
+ (ujM* - u*apu*a)[2 Re[m(t) m( -s)] 
+ 2 Re n(t) 2 Re m(s)] 
-- utr*j~*a[m( t) n( -.s) + n( -t) m(s)] } s ds dt 
+(+e-), 
where (+ =+ - ) denotes a similar expression, with a, a*; m, n 
interchanged, 
M”‘(x)G”‘p= [’ [’ ([u,~)u*]m(t)m(s)+h.c. 
“I 0 “, 0 
+ (uj)u* -a*upu*a)[2 Re[m( -t)m(s)] 
+ 2 Re m(t) 2 Re n(s)] 
- uu*pu*u[n( ~ t) m(s) + m(t) n( -s)] }.Y ds dt 
+(+*-1. 
so that 
[G”‘, M”‘(x)]/~= [’ 1’ (2 Rcn(r)2Rem(s) 
“i 0 1 I I, 
2 Rem(~) 2 Re n(s))s d.s dt 
x (UjXP ~ a*uj~u*a - u*pa + au*paa*). 
Now we add and subtract - 4 [ u*u, ,O ) + i( uu*, pi. to obtain 
uprr * ~~ u*upu*u ~ ur*pu - ua*puu* = L,,j, - L,,, p ~ L,,*p f L,,*p, 
and use L<,,,. = L,,,,, to find 
[G”‘,M”(x)]= 1’ 1’ (2Ren(1)2Rem(s) 
I, 0 d, (1 
- 2 Re m(t) 2 Re n(s)).s d.r dt(L,, -Lo,). 
Also P3’(t) commutes with the free evolution, and we must compute 
5,; K’“‘(r) (it. For a fermion reservoir, the result is 
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[)’ ~‘~)Cf),,d(=~,~(~j’=(~~~:~ii j[a,u*pln(-r)m(u-s)+h.c. 
- a*upaa*(n(t)m(.s-u)+n(u-~s)m(~~)) 
+ (u*upu*a--pa*) 2 Re[m(t)m(u~.c)+nz(t-u)m( -s) 
+ n(u-t)m(-.s)]+(+ e -,) dud.sdr; (A.1) 
whereas for a boson reservoir there is an additional term, given by 
2u*upuu* 
il-I,, ?li.,, ?^:-, : 
n(r)m(u-.s)+n(.s)m(u-1) 
+m(-t)n(.s-u)+m(-.s)n(r-u) 
+n(t)nqs-u)+m(-tt)n(u-.s)Jdud.sdnt+(+ s -). 
Due to the presence of the operation (+ + -), we may replace 
-u*apaa*[n(r) m(s - U) + n(u -s) m( .-t)] with --a*upuu*n(t) m(s - U) - 
uu*pu*un(-r)m(u-s) in (A.l); using the anticommutation relation 
cm* + a*u = 1 we find 
1 -7 
x2Re c J (~1(1)m(~s)+n(-r)m(--s)}tdtd~, I 2 0 5 = 0 
where we have used the identity 
i‘ [’ i“ {f(t) g(s-u)+f’(t-u) g(s)) dudsdt 
“I = 0 ” ., = 0 II _ 0 
= I‘ _ 0 
’ f’(r)t dt j ’ g(s) ds, (A.21 
0 
which can be proved in the same way as the corresponding identity (4.15) 
of I. 
The additional term for bosom can be worked out by taking into 
account the fact that the interchange (+ s - ) is the same as hermitian 
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conjugation for it. and by using U*II~M* = u*up - N*U~U*N and the iden- 
tity (A.2) once again. The result is 
-2 Re JL,*,p + i Im J[u*u, p]. (A.31 
where J has been defined in (4.21 ). 
So we find. for a fcrmion reservoir, 
rr*upuu*(n7( -/) n s) $ 2(l) m( -s)) + (uyu* - *upa*u) 
x [nz(r)11(~.\)+/iz(-t)n(,s)]+(+ + -))sdsddr 
= .r,’ ,.r ’,) (uprr* 2 Re[m(t)(~~(.r) + n( -s))] 
+ u*prr[n(t)(rz(<s) +m( -.s))] -u*upm( -r)(m( -s)+n(.s)) 
~ rru*pz( -f)(n( -.s)+m(.s)) -pu*mn(t)(m(.s) +n( --s)) 
~ puu*n(/)(/z(~s) + m( -3)) )s ds dt. 
and for a boson reservoir we must add the term (A.3). 
Then the announced results (4.10) -(4.22) are found by using the follow- 
ing calculations: 
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;*i2)(i), y’f’(i.) are non-negative for all i, and if they vanish at (II, then also 
their first derivatives vanish at tc). To compute Re J. we use the notation 
and we find 
dudsdt +(m*n) 
i 
,,., fJ I” “” c ‘W du ds dt dA dp + (m + n ) 
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